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Abstract

This article presents the first ever fully autonomous UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) mission to perform gas measurements after a real blast in an underground mine. The demonstration mission was deployed around 40 minutes after the blast took place, and as such realistic gas levels were measured. We also present multiple field robotics experiments in different mines detailing the development process. The presented novel autonomy stack, denoted as the Routine Inspection Autonomy (RIA) framework, combines a risk-aware 3D path planning D + *, with 3D LiDAR-based global relocalization on a known map, and it is integrated on a custom hardware and a sensing stack with an onboard gas sensing device. In the presented framework, the autonomous UAV can be deployed in incredibly harsh conditions (dust, significant deformations of the map) shortly after blasting to perform inspections of lingering gases that present a significant safety risk to workers. We also present a change detection framework that can extract and visualize the areas that were changed in the blasting procedure, a critical parameter for planning the extraction of materials, and for updating existing mine maps. As will be demonstrated, the RIA stack can enable robust autonomy in harsh conditions, and provides reliable and safe navigation behavior for autonomous Routine Inspection missions.
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Abstract

This article presents the first ever fully autonomous UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) mission to perform gas measurements after a real blast in an underground mine. The demonstration
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mission was deployed around 40 minutes after the blast took place, and as such realistic gas levels were measured. We also present multiple field robotics experiments in different mines detailing the development process. The presented novel autonomy stack, denoted as the Routine Inspection Autonomy (RIA) framework, combines a risk-aware 3D path planning $D^*_r$, with 3D LiDAR-based global relocalization on a known map, and it is integrated on a custom hardware and a sensing stack with an onboard gas sensing device. In the presented framework, the autonomous UAV can be deployed in incredibly harsh conditions (dust, significant deformations of the map) shortly after blasting to perform inspections of lingering gases that present a significant safety risk to workers. We also present a change detection framework that can extract and visualize the areas that were changed in the blasting procedure, a critical parameter for planning the extraction of materials, and for updating existing mine maps. As will be demonstrated, the RIA stack can enable robust autonomy in harsh conditions, and provides reliable and safe navigation behavior for autonomous Routine Inspection missions.
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1 Introduction

Robots are increasingly used more and more in real-world application areas and for different tasks (Zeng, 2022), and as Technology Readiness-Levels increase the interest in the adoption of robotic technologies is increasing in the mining industry as well. More specifically, mining operations can present significant safety risks to operators, and as such modern mines place a large focus on increasing the levels of safety in relation to the active day-to-day operations in the mine. Two such risks are direct products of the blasting operation to expand the mining tunnel: 1) the potential cave-in or partial tunnel collapse after a blast indicated by the state of the mining face, hanging walls, and surrounding tunnel, and 2) the risk of lingering gases not only from encountered gas pockets but mainly from gases produced by the explosives themselves. As such, after each blasting operation manual inspections must be performed to ensure structural integrity and low levels of gases in the areas surrounding the blast before the excavation process can begin. The idea is to remove all human operators from the hazardous area until it is declared safe through the use of inspection robots, and concepts surrounding improved safety by using robots to inspect mining areas have been around for some time (Basha and Patel, 2022; Zimroz et al., 2019; Reddy et al., 2015) for various applications.

Utilizing robots in mines is not only a way of improving safety, but it can also save money by automating and increasing the efficiency of the overall routine inspection tasks to, for example, reduce idling times during the blasting cycle.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), and rotorcraft in particular, are, due to their ability to operate in 3D while ignoring the ground terrain, showing great promise in mining inspection applications as discussed in Shahmoradi et al. (2020). In that survey, teleoperated (manual) UAVs are shown to inspect rock mass characteristics (Turner et al., 2018), inspection of the distribution of rock fragmentation (or muck piles) after blasting (Bamford et al., 2017), and for providing visual inspection of unreachable areas (Freire and Cota, 2017). The survey mentions that for current teleoperations, two of the main challenges for UAVs in underground mines are the communication and connectivity for out-of-line-of-sight operations (Forooshani et al., 2013; Ranjan et al., 2014) and the inability for drone pilots to access nearby safe areas to operate from when it comes to inspections of high-risk areas. This problem can be mitigated completely by autonomous robots that do not rely on any communication with the operator during mission execution, and whose autonomy and sensing stack enables it to operate without any installed infrastructure in the mine. The quest remains in designing such systems that can reliably and safely execute large-scale autonomous inspection missions in the harsh mining environments, and integrating them with the mining workflow and the operators for performing actually useful tasks in the mine.

This manuscript presents developments in that direction, aimed specifically at safety inspection missions after blasting, which is one of the critical inspection use-cases. We present the RIA (Routine Inspection Autonomy) stack, that is utilizing a combination of risk-aware 3D path planning and 3D LiDAR relocalization modules. This is supported by an easy-to-use user interface which enables an operator to easily click high-level waypoints to specify the inspection mission, and as such the framework operates under the assumption that there exists an apriori map of the area that one can define areas to be inspected in. We also present a multi-sensing approach to safety inspections where we can
provide a visual inspection of the state of the drift where the blast took place, onboard gas sensing in fused with the onboard localization data, and a point cloud-based framework for change detection that can segment out the areas of the mine map that has changed between routine inspections (before and after blasting) in order to update mine maps and plan the excavation process.

The background of this work lies in the Horizon 2020 project Next Generation Carbon Neutral Pilots for Smart Intelligent Mining Systems (NEXGEN SIMS) Horizon (2020) and the Sustainable Underground Mining (SUM) Academy Programme, and the field trials demonstrated were only made possibly by our mining industry collaborators at the K+S Group, at LKAB (Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara AB), and Epirock Rock Drills AB. The main field demonstration included in this work took place around 40 minutes after a large-scale blasting operation at a depth of 700 m in a potash mine operated by the K+S Group in Germany, and mimics the real field conditions where such technologies could be adopted perfectly. As such, this manuscript provides, in addition to the proposed autonomy kit, also a high-impact technology demonstrator with great potential to reduce the risk to human operators during post-blast inspections. Supporting the large-scale demonstration, we include additional smaller scale experiments at other relevant underground mining sites showing the progression of the demonstrator and its use in wider range of scenarios.

2 Related works

2.1 Mining Robotics & Autonomous Gas Monitoring

Using autonomous robots for gas monitoring and other inspection tasks in the mining industry has been an area of interest in the last years. Source localization or sniffing algorithms have been trialed to search indoor areas for high gas concentrations (Arain et al., 2021), while initial trials for using autonomous ground robots to detect gases, cracks, etc. in mines and tunnels have been attempted (Kim and Choi, 2023; Protopapadakis et al., 2016) in smaller-scale missions. While UAV systems have lower battery life and less carrying capacity than a wheeled ground robot, they can enter areas regardless of the ground terrain, which in this work will be demonstrated by navigating into mining drifts that were just blasted to perform inspections despite the rubble on the ground. Detecting gases with an UAV has its negatives, the propellers will mix the gases around the UAV and change the pressure (which can affect measurements), but it is still possible to measure gases as shown in Rossi and Brunelli (2015). This related work only used basic autonomy in a lab setting to prove the concept of measuring gases with a drone.

Many works are motivated by search-and-rescue scenarios in subterranean areas (Wang et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2017; Gomathi et al., 2015; Li et al., 2020; Lindqvist et al., 2022b) where gases are one of the potential dangers that rescue workers need to consider. Similar rescue scenarios were also of great interest in the recent DARPA Subterranean Challenge (DARPA, 2020), where teams of robots were tasked to search vast underground areas to find and localize objects of interest. The SubT Challenge significantly pushed the state-of-the-art of localization and exploratory navigation systems for subterranean environments (Tranzatto et al., 2022; Rouček et al., 2020; Agha et al., 2022; Lindqvist et al., 2022c).

Autonomous UAVs, as opposed to teleoperated, have been deployed in mines previously to inspect subterranean or mining tunnels (Kanellakis et al., 2018; Papachristos et al., 2019). The significant contributions and differences to the state-of-the-art in this manuscript is mainly the scale of the mission and the fact that the mission was performed in the context of a direct industry use-case and in real field conditions right after a real blast. Additionally, our work presents a complete mission execution scenario in the context of how such technologies could be used by the industry in the future, using an advanced autonomy kit capable of handling the harsh environments. This manuscript also includes a multi-modal sensing and inspection capability, where we perform real-time measurements for lingering gases, visual safety inspection of the blasted drifts and surrounding area, as well as 3D reconstruction and change detection using 3D LiDAR point clouds. To the best of the authors’ ability, no autonomous robotic gas inspection mission has previously been performed shortly after a blast in an underground mine.

2.2 Path Planning & Navigation

To perform a fully autonomous gas monitoring mission, a complete-coverage path planner such as in Jiang et al. (2022) is one option. Coverage planners generally focus on designing trajectories that fully inspect a certain area based on some mission criteria, such as covering the surface of a structure completely with a camera footprint. In our
mission use-case, such a planner would need to run online as the post-blast map will have significant deformations and blockages, and might produce an unnecessarily long mission as the environment is large. Another option is a source localization \cite{bhatt2018algorithm} algorithm to guide the UAV towards high gas concentrations. This would be difficult to apply for consistent inspection mission execution in our use-case, as there is no guarantee of a gas-concentration gradient leading the UAV to critical gas pockets in the blast zone. To enable the high-TRL mission demonstrations in this manuscript, we are going down a more straightforward route of visiting the most important inspection waypoints that can provide the mine operators with the information required, in a compromise between full coverage and the length of the mission. To do so, the most common approach is occupancy map \cite{Hornung2013based} based path planning, such as sampling based RRT \cite{LaValle2001Rapidly-exploring} \cite{Hornung2014, Zhang2021} or a myriad of other variations \cite{Xiong2021, Wang2021, Hornung2013, Zhang2021} to the same problem. Classic map-based waypoint navigation is not a novel or particularly hard task, and has been extensively applied in robotic navigation. What is challenging is to do it in sensor-deprecated areas that are dark, dusty, and with potentially large changes in the environment like the ones caused by blasts in mines, and most importantly on degraded or imperfect occupancy maps, that are not fully dense and where there could be many gaps in the maps. One solution to gaps in the map is filtering \cite{Atapour-Abarghouei2018} but it is hard to filter gaps while keeping actual openings, making the solution dependent on good tuning for the specific use-case and environment. Another problem is generating robot-safe paths that take the dimensions of the robot into account such that following the path does not lead to collisions. This issue has been attempted to be solved via inflation of the occupied space \cite{Li2018}. These challenges can also be solved with path planners that have knowledge of the robots’ size and dynamics \cite{Van2013, Tordesillas2019, Tordesillas2021, Dang2020}. Such methods generally work well as they prevent the robot from going too close to any occupied space while also addressing the previously mentioned "gaps in the map" problem. Problems with these methods can arise when you desire to have large safety marginals to promote as safe as possible navigation, but there still are occasions where the robot must violate those outer margins to reach its destination. In this work, we are relying on our own developed algorithm denoted as $D^+_*$ \cite{Karlsson2022}. $D^+_*$ is an extension of $D^*$-lite \cite{Koenig2002}, where we add proximity risk costs to occupied voxels and treat unknown space (e.g. not set to free or occupied) as a risk. $D^+_*$ is implemented with the ROS-integrated occupancy mapper OctoMap \cite{Hornung2013} and can operate on both online and saved offline maps. The risk costs enable using large safety margins that promote safe behavior but allowing the UAV to violate them (the outer ones) when absolutely needed to reach its target. As such, we can say that $D^+_*$ plans the shortest and safest path to the target based on the added risk heuristic. The risk costs also prevent impossible shortcuts or corner cutting due to incomplete maps or gaps in the occupied space. Finally, the tuning needed for $D^+_*$ is minimal, as it is only a question of adjusting the voxel size of the occupancy map and the number of voxels needed for the desired safety marginal.

### 2.3 Global Localization and Relocalization

Several solutions exist for the problem of Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) \cite{Koval2022}, but in the case of multiple autonomous inspection missions, it is important to be able to perform map-based navigation. The first step for map-based navigation is to estimate the robot’s global pose inside the given point cloud map, and then continuously estimate the robots’ position with respect to the initial coordinates of the map. In the current literature \cite{Stathoulopoulos2024}, there is a limited number available frameworks that support global relocalization within a 3D point cloud map. \cite{Koide2019} provided a series of packages that include global localization as part of the SLAM process, both with a 3D and a 2D solution. Branch and Bounce Search (BBS) \cite{Hess2016} offers faster processing times but is vulnerable to uneven terrain or environments that include elevation and FPFH+RANSAC \cite{Rusu2009, Fischer1981} has slower computational times but is more robust when dealing with 3D scenes. More recently, LIO-SAM \cite{Shan2020} and FAST-LIO \cite{Xu2021}, two popular LiDAR Inertial Odometry modules, got an extension for providing relocalization and global pose estimation capabilities. The former relies on multiple factors, as it utilizes frequent key-frames and a sliding window scan-matching technique to jointly optimize a factor graph. The latter combines low-frequency global localization and high-frequency odometry through a two-stage ICP (Iterative Closest Point) registration and then combines the output with the IMU measurements in the state estimation module. In our framework, we utilize FAST-LIO localization on a known map, where our in-house developed 3DEG \cite{Stathoulopoulos2024} relocalization framework plays a crucial role by offering the initial transformation estimate between the robot and map frames, which serves as the starting point for odometry initialization. 3DEG leverages learned place recognition descriptors that encompass both place recognition and yaw discrepancy regression capabilities, allowing it to provide an initial estimate for the subsequent ICP registration process. This integration ensures accurate initialization for maintaining precise localization within the map.
2.4 Change Detection

Detecting changes in the environment between different inspection missions is of vital importance since it can be used to update digital twins, monitor the progress of a facility, or even prevent future risks or disasters. In the current literature, the problem of change detection is commonly addressed using multi-temporal images (Goswami et al., 2022; Shuai et al., 2022; Seo et al., 2022) and more specifically using object-based methods or satellite images, since they have shown great performance and robustness. In the scenario of inspecting underground mines, though, the presence of dust particles as well as the lack of illumination can be fatal for such methods to produce a good result. Other methods have turned to occupancy grid maps (Xiao et al., 2013; Gojcic et al., 2021) produced by dense laser scanners, mainly utilized in urban areas. The negative aspect of such methods is the need for dense representations and their computational inefficiency, making them unsuitable for deploying in robotic autonomous missions. Last but not least, as deep learning methods are emerging (Urbach et al., 2020), they still hold their focus on urban areas or isolated objects, leaving a gap in the area of indoor environments or underground mines. To address these challenges, we have developed a framework (Stathoulopoulos et al., 2023b) inspired by machine learning techniques for autonomous robots. Our approach leverages place recognition descriptors, and more specifically, learning based descriptors, to identify changes between two bi-temporal point cloud maps and pinpoint areas of change. By employing a point-to-voxel comparison, we efficiently extract altered objects or obstacles, particularly suited for dynamic scenes and large-scale environments, where we can focus on specific changed regions and avoid costly computations across the entire point cloud maps.

2.5 Contributions

We can thus summarize the contributions stated in the previous sections as:

- The main contribution of this manuscript within field robotics. We demonstrate a direct industry-driven use-case deployed in multiple real and harsh field environments towards increased safety in the mining industry.
- We demonstrate for the first time ever an autonomous aerial gas monitoring mission performed after a real full-scale blast in an operational underground mining area. The outcome of the mission is multimodal sensing data in the form of updated 3D maps, visual imagery, and localized gas level data in the area.
- The manuscripts presents a novel sensing and autonomy stack denoted as the RIA (Routine Inspection Autonomy) framework that enabled fully autonomous inspection missions through risk-aware path planning and global relocalization, deployed from an operator-friendly GUI.
- We show that our learning-based change detection framework is capable of extracting critical information to assist in planning the ore extraction process.

3 Mission specifications

Before delving into the autonomy and hardware stack, we must specify what type of missions it is developed for and in what context. This section will aim to provide the background and specifications that led to the development of the presented autonomy.

3.1 Multi-sensor inspection after blasting

The fundamental aim of the presented mission is to gather the necessary data an operator needs in order to make a decision if a post-blast area is safe or not, and to provide information about the state of the muck pile produced by the blast. To do so, the framework focuses on three types of sensor data: visual camera data to confirm the state of the hanging walls (ceiling) and mining face at the blast site, gas concentration data provided by an onboard gas sensing device that should be synced with onboard localization systems, and finally 3D LiDAR point-cloud reconstruction data that provides the mining operators with an updated 3D point-cloud map view of the area. Especially for the visual and gas data, it is critical that the UAV visits specific viewpoints that an operator knows to be of interest for both gases and potential structural problems. The idea is that the UAV can be located outside of the hazardous area at a point with communication (ex. Wi-Fi). They can then receive inspection waypoints of areas of interest.
regarding the current blasting location from an operator that could be located kilometers away or on the surface. It should then execute the mission without any more communication, while ending the mission back where it started to transfer the data.

3.2 Mission Definition and Operator Interface

Towards these goals, more exploration-oriented navigation stacks such as coverage planning or source localization are in general of less interest, both due to the size of the area and the need to inspect specific locations to ensure safety. We simply want to reliably execute the measurement mission at a series of desired high-level waypoints, or viewpoints, which an operator selects before the mission is initiated. The task then becomes as follows: 1) An operator defines the desired inspection waypoints and sends them to the UAV, 2) relocalize on a global known map of the area, 3) Plan risk-aware and safe paths to the next waypoint in the order they were provided, 4) Execute the path while re-planning at regular intervals, 5) Repeat step 3 when you have arrived at the waypoint pose reference until all areas have been visited, 6) Return to base. As such, the presented RIA stack is developed specifically for this type of mission. The first step in that process is the ability for an operator to select desired waypoints. As part of the RIA stack, we developed an easy-to-use GUI (Graphical User Interface) that enables a non-expert to select the areas of interest to inspect by clicking the desired inspection points in a map. The GUI and the visualized blasting area and related mission which was executed as part of Section 6 is shown in Figure 1, where we have also marked the blasting zones. To select waypoints, denoted as $WP$, the operator clicks in the GUI that has a 3D point cloud map $M_{pcd}$ of the area. These are saved and can be sent to the UAV as it is initialized. Once the operator is satisfied with the mission specification, the mission is defined by visiting the list of waypoints $WP$ using the $D^*_*$ path planner. As a note, the blue lines in Figure 1 are not the planned obstacle-free paths, it is simply indicating the order of the clicked waypoints. The result is a generalized and easy-to-deploy framework suitable for industry applications and field conditions for autonomous inspection purposes.
4 Drone and Payload

The UAV platform used for field demonstrations was custom-built at Luleå University of Technology, Robotics & AI Group, and can be seen in Figure 3, with the most important components marked. Most of the autonomy components of RIA rely on 3D LiDAR sensor information as we must navigate in 3D completely dark environments, and for 3D LiDAR based autonomy a critical question in the salt mine environment is that of dust. Throughout the development process we trialed other LiDAR systems but settled on the Ouster OS1 32-beam LiDAR due to the low weight, and importantly that the Ouster could penetrate the salt dust particle clouds kicked up by the propellers enough to enable 3D LiDAR localization and collision avoidance, although far from perfectly. The one thing that the LiDAR system could not manage in the extreme levels of dust was real-time occupancy mapping, as dust particle hits would cause voxels around the UAV to constantly flicker from occupied to free despite tuning and filtering efforts. This was a major restriction and will be discussed more later in section 5.1. A snapshot image from the mission that shows the levels of dust in the post-blast site can be seen in Figure 2.

The UAV also carries a Pixhawk Cube FCU (Flight Control Unit) that handles attitude control and motor mixing, with its internal IMUs (Inertial Measurement Unit) also providing acceleration and roll/pitch data to the Lidar-Inertial localization framework. All computation is handled by an onboard Inter NUC. Not shown in the Figure is a GoPro camera that was added to the front of the UAV to provide visual imagery, selected simply for its internal storage, low weight, and much higher image quality than most small-scale ROS-integrated cameras.

4.1 Gas sensing

Measuring gases requires specific instruments, and in this demonstration we are relying on a Dräger X-am 5600 gas sensor to specifically measure concentrations of CO (Carbon Monoxide), in PPM (Parts Per Million). CO gas is generated by the explosives used for blasting, and is one of the critical gases to monitor, as it is potentially lethal [Ernst and Zibrak 1998]. The Dräger sensor was mounted on the bottom of the platform as shown in Figure 3. Importantly, we had access to the real-time data-stream of gas concentration measurements through a ROS-link with the sensor. This enables the concept of pairing the gas measurements with the real-time onboard localization system such that the measured concentrations can be associated with a position coordinate in the mine.
Figure 3: The UAV used in the experiments. In the experiment, a GoPro was mounted in the front of the UAV to capture onboard footage. The Dräger X-am 5600 was mounted below the UAV.
Let us denote the real-time CO measurements as $C(t)$ and together with the estimated world-frame position state of the robot $\hat{p}$ we can generate $C(t, \hat{p})$, or more directly let us denote the time-and-position stamped vector of all such measurements simply as $C_p$. Those measurements can now be visualized inside the point cloud map $M_{pcd}$ of the local mining area, and even live-streamed back through ROS in real time to the operator if the wireless communication in the mine allows for it. In the following results visualization in Section 6 $C_p$ is visualized in a color-coded way so that an operator can see if the area contains any dangerous gases at a glance.

5 Routine Inspection Autonomy (RIA)

Executing a complete mission using only onboard sensing and computation requires a complete autonomy stack. The following subsections will describe the components of the RIA framework in more detail while Figure 4 shows a high level description of how the different parts are connected. In Figure 4 we are assuming that there exists a point cloud map $M_{pcd}$ and an occupancy map $M_{bt}$ of the area which in the figure are denoted by their file extensions “.pcd” and “.bt” respectively. To summarize the autonomy described in the following subsections: On a point cloud map $M_{pcd}$ we apply the 3DEG (Slathouliopoulos et al., 2024a) relocalization framework using the LiDAR point cloud scans $\Pi_{pcd}$ to generate an initial guess for the UAV position in the map as $x_{init}$. The pose $x_{init}$ initializes the FAST-LIO (Xu and Zhang, 2021) LiDAR-Intertial Odometry in the global map frame. The GUI operator sends the inspection waypoint list $WP$ to a mission planner, which queries the D* Path Planner (Karlsson et al., 2022) path planner to plan a risk-aware path $P$ to the next inspection point $WP_i$ and $P$ is segmented into pose references as $P = [P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n]$ (heading and position references). $P_i$ is provided as the attractive force to an Artificial Potential Field (APF) (Lindqvist et al., 2022), that acts as an inner safety layer and whose repulsive forces are generated from instantaneous raw LiDAR point clouds $\Pi_{pcd}$. Finally the APF output is the obstacle-free body-frame state references $x_{ref}$ provided to a reference tracking NMPC (Lindqvist et al., 2020), that in turn generates attitude commands to the onboard FCU.

5.1 The D* Path Planner

The path planned by D* is a risk-aware path planner that considers unknown areas and areas close to obstacles, such as walls, as a risk. The risks are considered as a traversal cost $c$ in addition to the standard distance costs/heuristics. D* is planning the shortest safe path $P$ from the current location $\hat{x}$, according to the sum of traversal costs in the path $\sum_{e \in P} c_e$ to the waypoint $WP_i$. The gridsearch method is based on the information contained in the occupancy map $M_{bt}$ provided, in this case, by the OctoMap framework Hornung et al. (2013a). Because $M_{bt}$ is a voxel map, $D^*$ planning $P$ as the sequence of voxels to visit in order to move from $\hat{x}$ to $WP_i$ in the most optimal (short and safe) manner. The traversal cost $c$ for each voxel is calculated as follows:

$$c_e = \begin{cases} 
\frac{c_u}{d+1} & \text{if } d < r \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases}$$

(1)

$$c = \begin{cases} 
 c_r + c_d & \text{if the voxel is free} \\
 c_u + c_r + c_d & \text{if the voxel status is unknown}
\end{cases}$$

(2)

(3)

where $d$ is the distance from the voxel to the closest occupied voxel and $r$ is the radius in which risk is considered. $c_u$ is the designed cost for unknown voxels, and $c_d$ is the cost for the travel distance. The risk cost is noted as $c_r$ and is a part of the total cost $c$ to traverse through that voxel. In figure 5 the reader can an example of a path planned by $D^*$, where the resulting path $P$ is prioritizing the shortest path in the free area when possible and taking the shortest path through the low-risk green area when there is no free area to pass through. Although the $D^*$ planner is compatible with a continuously updated occupancy map, the extreme levels of salt dust observed in Figure 2 forced us to rely on an offline mapping approach where the occupancy map remained static during runtime. The reason being that the salt dust kicked up by the propellers would at random instants cause voxels to flicker from free to occupied, causing large problems for the path planner. As such an extra reactive safety layer described in section 5.2 was added to ensure robot safety in case of dynamic or changing areas in the map. This restriction points towards further research into real-time applicable and computationally effective dust filters for 3D LiDAR data that would re-enable live occupancy mapping.
Figure 4: A block diagram of the full system used for the gas inspection mission. The blue boxes are the software that constitutes the autonomy stack. The Red boxes are other software that is not vital for the autonomy but for the mission setup and point of the mission. Marked with green are the sensors that are used and the maps that are loaded from files are marked in yellow. The white components are output related, where rviz is the visualization software and px4 is the onboard low-level controller that is directly controlling the drone.

Figure 5: An illustration of how $D^*_+$ plans a path from the blue ball to the red ball with regards to the risk layer, red voxels are higher risk, green voxels are lower risk, and black voxels are occupied.
5.2 Relocalization & 3DEG

For the robot to be able to follow a path to the given waypoints, it needs to be able to localize itself within a given map. As discussed previously in Section 2, the localization aspect is handled by FAST-LIO [Xu and Zhang, 2021], providing accurate odometry at 10Hz. In order for the odometry to be with respect to the given map’s coordinate frame, which we will refer to as the world frame $W$, there is an initialization process that transforms the local robot frame $R$ to the world coordinate frame $W$ through a homogeneous rigid transform of the special Euclidean group, $T : R \rightarrow W$. The FAST-LIO package requires an initial guess in order to perform the two-step ICP registration and compute the refined transform $T$ before starting the odometry estimation. The initial estimate can be provided manually by the operator in cases where each inspection mission begins from a unique starting point, or it can be set as a fixed starting position. The latter option imposes undesired constraints, such as a predetermined initial location, which diminishes the autonomy of the robotic system. To address this challenge, we employ our previously developed framework, 3DEG [Stathoulopoulos et al., 2024a]. This framework, when provided with a map, is capable of estimating a transformation matrix $T$ developed framework, 3DEG Stathoulopoulos et al. (2024a). This framework, when provided with a map, is capable of estimating a transformation matrix $T \in SE(3)$ that aligns the current robot frame, denoted as $R$, with the global map frame $W$. Given a point cloud map $M \in \mathbb{R}^3$ and its corresponding trajectory $Tr \in \mathbb{R}^3$, 3DEG can determine the rigid transformation matrix $T$ using just a single LiDAR scan from the current moment. The process begins by partitioning the map and deriving descriptive vectors, denoted as $Q = \{\vec{q}_1, \vec{q}_2, \ldots, \vec{q}_n : \vec{q}_i \in \mathbb{R}^6\}$ and $W = \{\vec{w}_1, \vec{w}_2, \ldots, \vec{w}_n : \vec{w}_i \in \mathbb{R}^6\}$, where $\vec{q}$ vectors encode location-specific information, while the $\vec{w}$ vectors encode orientation-specific data, enabling the estimation of the yaw difference between two point cloud scans. Subsequently, a sample from the LiDAR is used to extract the current descriptor, $\vec{q}_i$. Immediately following this, $\vec{q}_i$ is used to query the map’s vectors, identifying the nearest neighbour through the following process, denoted as:

$$i = \arg\min_{i \in \mathcal{N}} f(q_i, q_i) \text{ where } q_i \in Q$$

(4)

Once the index of the nearest neighbour, denoted as $i$, is determined, we can employ the vectors $\vec{q}_i$ and $\vec{w}_i$ to construct the initial guess transform, which is subsequently passed on to FAST-LIO. The estimate obtained in this manner is utilized by FAST-LIO to perform the two-step ICP algorithm, which refines the alignment between the robot frame and the current map, ensuring precise localization.

5.3 Control and Safety

The local navigation stack of RIA is based on the framework presented in [Lindqvist et al., 2022a], where an Artificial Potential Field (APF) that operates directly on raw 3D LiDAR point clouds is proposed and combined with a Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller [Lindqvist et al., 2020] (NMPC) to perform position set-point tracking as is required when following inspection trajectories. The idea is that while the $D^+_i$ trajectories are risk-aware, the artificial potential field can provide a backup safety layer by generating repulsive forces from raw LiDAR scans, and as such it is resistant to poor occupancy mapping and can save the platform in instances of momentarily incorrect path planning or state-estimation jumps when near a wall or obstacle. For completeness, the following section will shortly describe the APF used in the mission demonstration. The force field formulation follows closely the foundational works on APFs [Park et al., 2001] with the difference of not considering discrete obstacle surfaces and instead applying weak repulsive forces for each LiDAR hit inside the radius of influence of the repulsion $r_F$ and summing them to get the total. Let us denote the 3D point cloud input to the algorithm as $\{\Pi_{pcl}\}$ consisting of points relative to the LiDAR frame as $\rho = [\rho_x, \rho_y, \rho_z]^T$. The subset of such points inside $r_F$ is $\rho_{F} \in \{\Pi_{pcl}\}$ where $\| \rho_{F} \| \leq r_F$ and $i = 0, 1, \ldots, N_{\rho_{F}}$ are the points that we want to use to generate a repulsive force. Let us then directly also consider an inner safety-critical radius $r_c$, with related points $\rho_{c} \in \{\Pi_{pcl}\}$ that are $N_{\rho_{c}}$ in number. To repulse the UAV away from any nearby LiDAR hits, the repulsive force field function becomes

$$F^r = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\rho_{F}}} L^r (1 - \frac{\| \rho_{F} \|}{r_F})^2 \frac{-\rho_{F}}{\| \rho_{F} \|} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\rho_{c}}} L^c \frac{-\rho_{c}}{\| \rho_{c} \|}. \quad (5)$$

Here $L^r$ and $L^c$ describe repulsive gains. We can see that the “outer” first term has a radius-dependant repulsive force, where the force equation becomes zero for $\| \rho_{F} \| = r_F$ increasing up to $L^r$ at $\| \rho_{F} \| = 0$. This generates a smooth repulsion as an obstacle enters the radius of influence as to not generate too aggressive maneuvering, while the inner safety radius imposes a static force-per-point $L^c$ as to directly repulse the UAV away from walls or obstacles entering the safety-critical radius. Due to the huge amounts of dust we restricted $\rho_{c}$ by also enforcing that...
\(N_{pc} \geq N_{c,\text{min}}\) or the safety-critical force is set to zero, where \(N_{c,\text{min}}\) is a cut-off number to filter out dust hits inside the critical safety radius to differentiate between dust particles and obstacles. Assuming the goal is to reach the next point \(\mathbf{P}_t = [wp_x, wp_y, wp_z]^T\) in \(P\) generated by \(\mathbf{D}_t\), we define the attractive force \(F^a = [F^a_x, F^a_y, F^a_z]^T\) such that \(F^a = \mathbf{P} - \mathbf{p}\), with \(\mathbf{P}\) and \(\mathbf{p}\) denoting a yaw-compensated coordinate frame measurement of the robot position \(\hat{\mathbf{p}}\) and the next goal point \(\mathbf{P}_t\). From an intuitive point of view this can be seen as the attractive force \(F^a\) being the vector from the current position to the next given way-point with a unitary gain, while the repulsive force \(F^r\) is the shift in the next way-point required to avoid obstacles. The preliminary work [Lindqvist et al., 2022a] also describes a force normalization and saturation, as well as an adaptive weights scheme, which is also applied in this work. Summing the resulting repulsion and attraction, we form the state reference \(x_{ref}\) sent to the set-point reference tracking controller, which in the RIA framework is a high-performance NMPC [Lindqvist et al., 2020] implemented in the Optimization Engine [Sopasakis et al., 2020].

### 5.4 Change detection

An important aspect of the autonomous inspection routine is the ability to fully automate the detection of potential over time changes in the environment. Assuming regular inspection missions in the same area, at regular intervals, the reconstructed data can be utilized to detect and track changes over time. As an example, it could be broken or misplaced equipment, rock falls, deformation or drifting of the tunnels, and so on. In order to avoid the limitations mentioned in Section 2, we utilize our own algorithm [Stathoulopoulos et al., 2023b] that works directly on the point cloud data and provides a fast and scalable solution. In a 3D space \(\mathbb{R}^3\), a robot generates a point cloud map \(M_t\) in iteration \(t\) with respect to its local coordinate frame \(W^t\), along with the robot’s trajectory defined as \(T^t\), containing position points relative to \(W^t\). The problem can be formulated as, finding the pair of regions in \(M_t\) and \(M_{t+1}\) with the most change, defined as:

\[
\max_{(i,j) \in N} \bar{d}(S_{ki}, S_{kj}),
\]

Here, \(S\) is a spherical subset of a map \(M\), and \(\bar{d}(X,Y)\) measures the difference between regions. The goal is to extract objects of interest \(O_n\) that either weren’t present in the first map or have been displaced. The developed framework first aligns the maps using a homogeneous rigid transformation of the special Euclidean group \(SE: \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3\), derived from our previous work on point cloud map merging [Stathoulopoulos et al., 2023a]. The next step is to identify the changed regions, via the 3DEG [Stathoulopoulos et al., 2024a] place recognition descriptors. The descriptors denoted as \(\tilde{\mathbf{q}}\in \mathbb{R}^{44}\) are multidimensional vectors that encode orientation-invariant and place-dependent information and can be used to query similar places. In this scenario we have reverted the problem of place recognition and instead of querying descriptors to find the pair with the minimum distance, the regions with the most change are determined by finding the pair of vectors \(\tilde{\mathbf{q}}_{t,i}\) and \(\tilde{\mathbf{q}}_{t+1,j}\) with maximum distance in the descriptors’ space, a process denoted as:

\[
(k_i, k_j) = \arg \max_{(i,j) \in N} f(Q_{ti}, Q_{t+1,j})
\]

Since the robot \(r\) performs routine inspection missions, the trajectories \(T_{t}\) and \(T_{t+1}\) are similar and therefore the corresponding descriptor pairs are similar, except the ones that contain severe changes. Then, in order to extract the objects of interest \(O_n = S_{kj} \setminus S_{ki} = \{x \in S_{kj} : x \notin S_{ki}\}\), we seek for the points in \(S_{kj}\) that are not in \(S_{ki}\). To optimize this process, the reference spherical regions \(S_{ki}\) are voxelized in an occupancy map \(V_{ki}\), and then a point-to-voxel comparison follows to extract the objects of interest. This process is described as:

\[
O_n = \{x \in S_{kj} \mid \forall v \in V_{ki}, x \notin v\},
\]

Finally, a statistical outlier removal filter is applied to \(O_n\) to eliminate noise or misclassified points, where outliers are determined based on a threshold \(\lambda\) from the mean \(\mu\) and standard deviation \(\sigma\).

### 6 Results

This section will detail the subsequent field demonstration evaluations of the RIA framework in the context of the considered use-case of safety inspection and gas monitoring. The experimental evaluation starts with initial smaller scale missions, still in relevant mining environments, to test out the aerial gas monitoring system and the developed autonomy stack. Next, the RIA stack was evaluated in a large-scale mission scenario for visual inspection with the goal of testing the autonomy and sensing stack on a large scale and in a very harsh environment. Finally, we
6.1 Initial gas monitoring evaluation

The first evaluation was performed in order to evaluate the aerial gas sensing capability in a small-scale mission. This mission was performed at the Epiroc Test Mine near Örebro, Sweden. A large mining vehicle was left running for a few minutes to produce CO gas, and then the RIA-enabled UAV executed a waypoint inspection mission for several waypoints around the truck, which can be seen in Figure 6. In this Figure, the gas values are color coded with arbitrary cut-off values just to visualize where higher concentrations were detected. As anticipated, elevated gas levels were correctly observed in close proximity to the machinery’s exhaust. Additionally, heightened concentrations were detected near a ventilation exhaust along the path which can be seen in the Figure. This small-scale test demonstrated the ability to accurately measure the position of high gas concentrations with an aerial platform through the developed autonomy and sensing stack, and that gas pocket concentrations are detectable despite the air disturbance from the propellers and located at reasonable locations (e.g. near the vehicle exhaust).

6.2 Gas monitoring after test blast

Next, we evaluate the RIA stack for gas monitoring in a smaller mission but generating CO gas from an explosives source, mimicking a real post-blast inspection scenario. This test was enabled by mining company LKAB in northern Sweden, in the largest underground iron mine in the world. A modest charge (for mining standards) of $8 - 10$ kg of explosives was strategically placed in a mining drift to generate detectable gases. Here, the mission set-up was simple: navigate approximately 50 meters into a mining drift where the blast happened and return. Starting the mission, the first step is the relocalization process, which can be seen in Figure 7 as an example of the 3DEG relocalization process, aligning the initial localization frame with the pre-built map frame. Although the starting position is nearby the position of the UAV when it built, the alignment is crucial for proper localization within the map. The whole process of the relocalization takes under 0.5 seconds. The mission outcome can be seen in Figure 10 where we can see that the UAV detected a gas pocket inside the drift where the blast happened. The additional waypoint shown in Figure 10 was added to also test the risk-aware navigation capabilities - which can be observed by the generated path.
not cutting corners and keeping a safe distance to the tunnel walls at all times. A snapshot of mission execution can be seen in Figure 9, showing the UAV also operating in the lingering smoke left from the blast and in the complete darkness of the mining environment. The figure shows the UAV entering the mining drift where the test blast took place approximately 40 minutes after the blast, but while there was still a presence of smoke and detectable elevated levels of CO gas as shown in Figure 8.

6.3 Large-scale autonomy test of RIA

To assess the navigation capabilities of RIA, a comprehensive large-scale navigation test was conducted at a K+S Group potash mine in Germany. The test involved strategically placing 9 WP’s, as illustrated in figure 11, throughout the mine’s environment with the underlying mission purpose of visual inspection of the mining drifts. The test was performed at the same site as the main demonstrator for gas inspections described in the following section 6.4 to mimic the environment conditions. The objective was to extend the drone’s coverage, challenging the planning capabilities of D∗ by incorporating waypoints that were deliberately positioned out of the line of sight and inside the mining drifts. The Figure 11 show safe and efficient navigation in a large-scale mining area with a mission length of around 280 m, a significant mission length as compared to previous works deployed in the field, while dealing with significant levels of salt dust.

During the test, the “mission executor” set up to maintain a specified heading while hovering at the waypoints for a duration of 10 s. This intentional pause allowed for a visual inspection of the drift. The resulting images from this test can be observed in figure 12, showcasing dark but useful images facilitated by the drone’s stable hovering, showing the visual safety inspection of the ceiling (hanging wall) and tunnel walls. Operators at the site denoted the imagery as useful for determining the safety of the drift.
Figure 8: Gas concentration (CO) in parts per million (ppm) measurements over time during the test mission in LKAB.
Figure 9: Snap shot from the gas monitoring after test blast mission. Even after 40 min the smoke levels are high.

Figure 10: The detected gas levels plotted in the map, with low levels as green dots, medium yellow, and high as red. In this test the low limit 2.0 and the high 5.0 ppm.
6.4 Field Demonstration after real large-scale blasting operation

6.4.1 Mission Set-up

As previously mentioned, the demonstration took place at a K+S Group-operated potash mine in Germany, at a depth of 700 m. Two drifts, as indicated in Figure 1, were loaded with explosives as per standard blasting procedures. The crew was stationed in a safe zone some kilometers away during the blast, and arrived at the site together with the mine workers who usually perform manual safety inspections around 40 min after the blast. The UAV mission was deployed from a zone declared to be safe, to enter into the area with blasted mining drifts.

The inspection waypoints, shown in Figure 1 (and later with the inspection route in Figure 13) were selected by the mine operators to provide them with interesting and useful data points regarding ventilation, gas pockets, and visual images at specific locations. E.g. the mission was deployed as if it was performing a real routine inspection mission after blasting, not just as an experiment to demonstrate our autonomy. The exact same mission was also performed prior to the blast to collect data used for the change detection framework.

6.4.2 Mission overview

The best way for the reader to see the field demonstration experiment is through the following video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzg-KsWKPp8. In the video, the reader can experience the harsh mine environment and see the UAV during operations, while we show the real-time data from path planning, localization, scanning, and video from the onboard camera.

The inspection route calculated by $D^*_+$ can be seen in Figure 13. Due to the large number of inspection points, the risk-aware navigation does not necessarily shine in this mission, as most viewpoints are in the line of sight of each other. The only risk-aware aspect is around viewpoints 1, 9, and 10 where the UAV was commanded to inspect a
Figure 12: Images for the RIA module test showing results from the visual inspection. The UAV is inspecting the structural integrity of the ceiling and tunnel walls for any cracks produced by a blast, and the top-left image shows the muck pile indicating a successful blast.
point close to the walls. Here we can see the risk costs in action, as the UAV spends minimal time close to the walls, and only enters the unsafe area to reach the desired inspection point. In the mission the UAV flew approximately 205 m to visit the 11 operator-provided inspection waypoints. The 3DEG relocalization process is also visualized in Figure 7 for this mission, aligning the localization with the mission start position in the map.

6.4.3 Gas Monitoring

During the mission, the CO gas concentration level was plotted in the point cloud map of the area, shown in the resulting Figure 14 while a plot of raw gas concentrations can be found in Figure 15. In Figure 14 the gas levels are color-coded as green, yellow, and red for low, medium, and high values respectively. It should be noted that the color coding thresholds were set to visualize the detected peak in gas concentrations (which can be seen in Figure 15), and the real dangerous levels are around 50 ppm, and as such the area was free of hazardous levels of gas at the time of the mission. (note: measuring gases right after the blast is pointless as there will always be too high concentrations for workers to enter, as such the mission was performed at the regular time for manual inspection when gases have usually dissipated to the level where workers can enter, but an inspection must first approve the area). The important and critical data that is visualized in Figure 14 is that there were pockets of higher gas concentrations lingering around the second blast zone, which was also the drift without a ventilator. The ability to measure at many locations and associate the gas measurement with a position coordinate in the mine enables a more thorough inspection of lingering gases, and our demonstration shows that such gas pockets can be detected using an autonomous UAV.

6.4.4 Change detection

The change detection process can be considered crucial after the blasting operation, since the safety inspection crew can quickly access the status of the expanded drifts and identify any potential hazards caused by rockfalls. The change detection process begins by aligning the two-point cloud maps from before and after the blasting, as depicted in Figure 16. In more detail, Figure 16a presents the map before the blast, in yellow points, Figure 16b presents the map after the blast in blue points and finally, Figure 16c presents both maps merged into one, resulting in a green color due to the overlapping of the yellow and blue points. The next steps for the change detection algorithm are to identify the changed regions through the place recognition descriptors and then extract the changed points by the point-to-voxel comparison. The results of this process are depicted in Figure 17. In Figure 17a the reader can see a top view of both blasted drifts, where the walls have been expanded by approximately 10 meters on each side. The walls are highlighted in red color by the change detection algorithm along with the muck pile as well as some of the humans that were observing the experiment. The reader can further see a more detailed view of the expanded drifts in Figures 17b and 17c that correspond to the waypoints WP1, WP3, and WP2, WP5 respectively. Overall, the algorithm needs 0.301 seconds to align the two point cloud maps, then 0.068 seconds to detect the changed areas and finally, 0.213 seconds to extract the objects. As a result, within a second, we are able to automatically identify the expansion of the walls as well as detect the addition of approximately 120 m$^3$ of new volume from the blast. This information can then be used to plan the extraction process of the ore (or in this case salt) instantly after the
Figure 14: The detected gas levels plotted in the map, with low levels as green dots, medium yellow, and high as red.
Figure 15: Gas concentration (CO) in parts per million (ppm) measurements over time during the mission.
6.4.5 Visual Inspection

The final inspection aspect comes from onboard visual camera data from the blasting sites. As is clear from the experiment video, the huge amounts of dust combined with the darkness of the mine makes the image stream less usable despite onboard illumination provided by the UAV. But, as was also indicated by mine operators, some snapshots of clear images did provide useful data in regards to if the blast happened correctly and to the state of the muckpile. Figure 18 shows two snapshot images from the mission highlighting the dust levels in the blasted drift but also an instance of a clear image that includes the pile generated by the blasting operation. In general, raw standard RGB image data easily becomes corrupted in these types of environments. This points towards the use of other visual sensing or lighting technologies that could reduce the dust reflectivity and create a clearer image, as dust filtering approaches are more difficult to apply to visual data as opposed to the LiDAR pointclouds.

7 Conclusions

This article has examined the use of autonomous UAVs to perform inspection and gas monitoring tasks in underground mines. To enable the fully autonomous mission the manuscript has described the developed RIA stack, as well as developed data processing algorithms. Through our successful field demonstrations in multiple mines we have shown the potential for autonomous aerial gas monitoring using UAVs. The main experiment showcasing an inspection mission after a real blasting procedure serves as a technology demonstrator of the capabilities of field robots and autonomous UAVs for deployment into harsh environment for increased safety. The development process and field trials also identified directions for future research mainly in terms of dealing with high amounts of dust and smoke. Real-time point cloud filtering of dust particles, as well as sensors like radars that can penetrate the smoke and dust can have a massive impact on improving the navigation capabilities in these types of scenarios - and in our case the straightforward extension of re-enabling the use of real-time occupancy mapping which was a major restriction. In terms of the RIA stack, we aim to extend the framework into the deployment of multiple robots through task assignment Dahlquist et al. (2023), as well as developing methods based on semantic scene recognition Baheti et al. (2020) that would allow the system to on its own identify inspection points of interest after an operator provides the general area to be inspected. Despite these limitations, the developed autonomy and sensing stack combined with the high TRL (around TRL-7) demonstrator, shows that these systems are ready to be integrated into the mining sector.
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(a) A top view of the two drift where explosions took place, with the changes marked with red dots. In the tunnel to the right, a few dots are visible from the humans who observed the experiment.

(b) An inside view of the drift with blast 1 and waypoint 3.

(c) An inside view of the drift with blast 2 and waypoint 5.

Figure 17: A visualization of the differences in registered point clouds between the before and after the blast shown in red.
(a) On instance of imagery from a GoPro mounted on the drone during the experiment where there was no visibility at all.

(b) On instance of imagery from a GoPro mounted on the drone during the experiment where the dust clears enough to get some information out of the image.

Figure 18: Snapshots for the drone’s point of view during the experiment, showing a good and a bad instance of dust levels.


